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Museums as Hubs of Contemporary Collecting: 
The Future of Collecting and its Traditions

On occasion of the 25th General Conference of ICOM in Kyoto, Japan, 1st – 7th of September 2019,
COMCOL will hold its annual conference. During the 3rd of September it will be a joint meeting 
together with the International Committee for Egyptology (CIPEG) and during the 4th of September 
it will be a joint meeting together with the International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC). 
The theme of the annual conference is related to the theme of the General Conference. Within the 
context of “Museums as Cultural Hubs: The Future of Tradition” the committees´ focus will be on 
“Museums as Hubs of Collecting: The Future of Collecting and its Traditions”.

What will the future of collecting look like in a globalized world concerning the global and local 
museum? How will we handle the problematic proveniences in museum collections? 
The turmoil of discussions in the media concerning museums and their collections frequent in the
newspaper and on social media at the moment. Think of the recent report on the status of African
objects in French museums, the re-opening of the Africa Museum in Tervuren Belgium, or the 
organized meetups of activists taking over galleries at the Britisch Museum in London and the 
Brooklyn Museum in New York. How to engage with communities closeby that demand 
involvement or those that are far away in time amd location. How can we share our collections in 
the future, and what about repatriation?  

What collecting practices will evolve? We see a growing interest of museums in rapid response 
collecting, where museumstaff goes out on the street to collect and document societal phenomena 
on the spot or via social media. What effect have a changing engagement with objects on 
collections management systems will be needed and emerge in the future? In the context of the 
general theme of 2019, COMCOL and its collaborators would like to explore these perspectives 
further together with you. 

Topics that we will address during the conference are: 

Contemporary Collecting in a Globalized World
Museums are part of the cultural landscape and function as cultural hubs in the society. In our 
globalized world, the museum collecting traditions must be challenged and new best-practices 
must emerge to adapt to new global perspectives. What do the contemporary collecting practices 
look like in our world today? How can a local collection get a global interest – and be of importance
for all people in the society no matter who you are or how long you have lived there? How can 
contemporary collecting practices promote global inclusion? And can contemporary collecting and 
museum collections be agents promoting human rights? How? 

Collecting Strategy in Times of Illicit Traffic and Problematic Proveniences 
The interest in museum objects has increased globally and so has the trade with antiques. The 
illicit traffic and problematic proveniences are problems in our global world. The museums also 
keep collections that can hold objects with a problematic provenience. How can we be more aware
and stop the illicit traffic of objects? What do we do with the objects that have problematic 
proveniences – or perhaps lack proveniences? What collecting strategies should we use? Which 
strategies do we have in the museum community to solve these issues? What do we need to 
develop? 



Repatriation and Sharing Collections
Repatriation has become more common among museums all over the world. Human remains are 
reburied and objects are returned to different societies within a country or between countries. 
Strategies for repatriation are a concern of every museum today. Some countries also share their 
new archaeological findings with other countries, while other choose to keep them in their own 
country. How does repatriation and sharing (or non-sharing) of collections influence collaboration, 
research, collections and in the end the experience for the museum visitor? 

Community involvement in Collections from Far Away (in time and location)
From both a global and a local museum perspective museum collections evolve through diverse 
community involvement. Over the years COMCOL annual conferences has given a lot of examples
of good practices from all over the planet. To work inclusive together with communities in different 
ways, with a diverse range of perspectives collecting the contemporary, is crucial to make a solid 
contemporary collecting project today. But how can we work with communities and involve people 
as we look at museum collections which are far – in time and/or location – from the original 
culture? Like archaeological and ethnographic collections? 

Traditions, Collections, Management Systems and Digital Tools
The issue of documentation is important. As CIDOC states: 
Documentation is essential to all aspects of a museums activities. Collections without adequate 
documentation are not true “museum” collections.
The collections are of more interest and importance to the public today than earlier in the museum 
tradition, but there are more to be done to make the collections accessible and interesting for the 
public. How can traditional documentation and collection management systems evolve as the 
needs for increased contextual collection knowledge is growing as well as the need for making the 
collections public and interesting online? How can documentation include an accessibility for the 
public? 

Digitisation, digital workflows and presentation methods using new technologies – as seen as a 
whole – need to be based on documentation and standards and could allow much wider access. 
What digital strategies for working with collections are there? How are the standards being 
reflected in the digital strategies? Are there examples of best-practices?



Short overview program – in dark red dedicated COMCOL program 

29th August COMCOL pre-conference Nara  (pre-registration required)

30th August COMCOL pre-conference Nara  (pre-registration required)

31st August COMCOL pre-conference Nara – travel to Kyoto (pre-registration required)

1st September pm General conference program

2nd September am General conference program: Keynote
pm COMCOL sessions
pm General conference: Opening party

3rd September am General conference program: Keynote
pm COMCOL – CIPEG sessions
pm General conference: social program @Nijo Castle

4th September am General conference program
pm COMCOL – CIDOC sessions
pm COMCOL annual members meeting
pm General conference: social program @Kitayama Area

5th September all day COMCOL offsite day (pre-registration required)

6th September all day General conference program: excursions (via Kyoto website)

7th September  pm closing party



Preliminary Program  Pre-conference NARA  29-31 August

Nara
Even though, Nara was a former capital of Japan from 710 to 794, it did not become an official city 
until the 1st of February, 1898. Nara city has developed from a town of commerce in the Edo and 
Meiji periods to a modern tourist city, due to its large number of historical temples, landmarks and 
national monuments Moreover, Nara was added to the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 
December, 1998. The architecture of some places in Nara city like shops, ryokans and art galleries
have been adapted from traditional merchant houses. Nara also holds traditional festivals every 
year such as Neri-Kuyo Eshiki (a spring festival which has been held in Taimadera temple for over 
1000 years) and Kemari Festival (a festival held in Tanzan-jinja shrine, in which people wear 
dresses from seven centuries and play traditional games). Nara city preserves Japan’s ancient 
history and allows the world to learn about the religion, culture, and civilization of Japan, from 
ancient times to modernity. However, as the Heisei period (1989 to 2019) had passed, mass 
migration from Japan’s countryside to cities have effectively decreased the youth population in 
Nara. (wiki

Nara National Museum
The Nara National Museum was established in 1889 as the Imperial Nara Museum. It held its first 
exhibition in 1895. As prehistory to the opening, there was a Nara exhibition. In 1874, the Nara 
exhibition company of semi-governmental management was established by the then Nara 
governor Fujii Chihiro. The Museum was renamed the Imperial Household Museum of Nara. It has 
been known by its present name since 1952.

29th August
15:30-16:00 Registration Nara program 
16:00-18:00 Welcome & Keynotes at lecture Hall Nara National Museum
Welcome address Ms.Tanja Rozenbergar Director Slovene Ethnographic Museum & Treasurer 
COMCOL
Keynote 1:  Mr. Nobuyuki Matsumoto, Director of Nara National Museum,
Keynote 2:  Ms. Danielle Kuijten, Co-Curator Imagine IC & Vice-president COMCOL
18:30- 20:00 Welcome Dinner at Nara National Museum 

30th August
10:00 Depart from Nara National Museum
10:15 Visit Kofukuji temple and museum 
12:00 Lunch at Tempyo Club 
13:30 Visit Todaiji temple and museum 
16:00 Visit Nara National Museum 
18:00 Visit Nara machi area 

31st August
10:00 Depart from Nara National Museum
10:45 Tea ceremony and garden visit Jikoin temple 
11:30 Lunch at Jikoin temple 
13:00 Depart from Jikoin temple
13:10 Visit Horyuji temple and gallery 
16:00 Bus ride to Kyoto  - 
17:15 Stop at Kyoto Station 



Prelimenary - Conference program Kyoto  1-7 september

2nd September COMCOL

13:15 –14:15  boardmeeting with lunch

Contemporary collecting (ICC - ROOM 501)

14.30-14:45 welcome adress Danielle Kuijten, vice-chair COMCOL 
Introduction sessions and keynote speaker

14:45-15:20 Keynote Leontine Meijer-van Mensch, director ethnographic collections
of Staatlichen Kunstsammlungen Dresden 
Performative strategies and Museum collections

15:20-15:25 Session I  Global perspectives - Chair: tbc
15:25-15:35 Bianca Gendreau

Contemporary collecting at the Canadian Museum of History: How to bridge 
the theory-practice divide

15:35-15:45 Alexandra Bounia
Contemporary collecting of Tangible & Intangible heriatge in Qatar: bringing 
together tradition and modernity in the Gulf

15:45-15:55 Nara Galvao 
Title tbc
Discussion

16:00 – 16:30 Coffee Break 

16:30-16:35 Session II New traditions  - Chair: Riitta Kela
16:35- 16:45 Alina Gromova

Multidirectional Ways of connecting Heritage
16:45-16:55 Minna Sarantola

Inclusive strategies in making a collection policy
16:55-17:05 Leen Beyers

Multiperspectivity in documenting and interpreting collections
   discussion

17:05-17:15  Tanja Rozenbergar
World culture, Ethnographic, Ethnological - museums and their Community 
involvement
Discuion

17:20-17:25 Session III  New traditions – Chair: Leen Beyers 

17:25-17:35 Peter Ostritsch
Collected – and then? Why collections should focus on narratives.

17:35-17:45 Maria Florencia Croizet
Evita: Collecting the icon

final discussion

3rd September  



  
Museums as Hubs for Collecting: The Future of Collecting Traditions
joined COMCOL - CIPEG  (Inamori Memorial Hall ROOM 204)

13:30 – 13:50 Opening Addresses

13:40 – 13:50 Chair / Introduction sessions CIPEC & COMCOL : Gabriele Pieke & Tanja Rozenbergar 

Session I: Collecting Strategy in Times of Illicit Traffic and Problematic Proveniences and 
Repatriation and Sharing Collections

13:50 – 14:00 Lucio Patrizo Gunning
Collecting Practices in the Ottoman Empire 1800-1912

14:00 – 14:10 Amira Abdelkader
The Re-telling Of Egyptian History Within Colonial Context

14:10 – 14:20 Zheng Zhang
Sharing physical access to controversial cultural heritage: A long-term loan 
agreement as a potential ethical strategy for Chinese-Japanese repatriation

14:20 – 14:30 Carlo Rindi
Circulating Artefacts: a cross-platform alliance against the looting of
pharaonic antiquities
Discussion
 

Session II: Community involvement in Collections from Far Away                                                        

14:55 – 15:05 Haruka Matsuki
Archaeological Collections of National Museums: The Project to Use 
Them with Communities Close to Their Original Place

15:05 – 15:15 Jessica Nitschke, Esther Esmyol, and Amy Sephton
Curating Ancient Egypt in Cape Town: The New Kemet Exhibition at the 
Slave Lodge, Iziko Museums South Africa

15:15 – 15:25 Rebecca Naidoo
Native of Nowhere?

15:25 – 15:35 Elham Salah El Din, Mohamed Gamal, Shreen M. Amin, Rania M. Ishaq
New Methodology in collecting the objects of the Egyptian Regional Museums 
Challenges, Identity, and Interpretation: A Case Study 

15:35 – 16:45 Shikibu Horiuchi
Community Involvement in Collection from Far Away in Time: Case of Kō
 Discussion
 

16:00 – 16:30 Coffee Break 

Session III: Contemporary Collecting in a Globalized World

16:35 – 16:45 Eva Kirsch
Deleting or Preserving the Past?

16:45 – 16:55 Cyntha Chavez Lamar
Reconnecting Indigenous People with collections at the Smithsonian’s National 
Museum of the American Indians 

16:55 – 17:05 Takuzo Onozuka
Breaking a Negative Cycle: Ancient Egyptian Collections in Japan 
and their Future
Final Discussion 



4th September  

Traditions, Collections, Management Systems and Digital Tools
joined COMCOL – CIDOC (ICC - ROOM G)

13:30 – 13:40  Opening Addresses Joined program (tbc)

Session I: Context & Content: social relevance 

13:45 – 13:55 Ying-Ying Lin
Collecting for Tomorrow: a documentary writing project on cultures of 
Asia-Pacific

13:55 – 14:05 Ingrid Frederick 
Preserving the present: A study of ‘Rapid Response Collecting’

14:05 – 14:15 Joshua Gorman
Reading Gender in the Catalogue: Cultures of Documentation of a National 
Collection

14:15 -  14:25  Gloriana Amador
Art Collections Maker

 discussion

Session II: Collecting with the community 

14:40 – 14:50  Gruffyd Jones and Kay Hanson
The People’s Collection Wales: A Model of Community-based Collection

14:50 – 15:00  Mohammad Hekmat & Niloofar Yazdkhasti
The Tradition as Contextual Sources for Community Engagement

15:00 – 15:10 Haryany Mohamad
Muse_COM project

15:10 – 15:20 Riitta Kela
Opening collections as open data, challenges and possibilities
Discussion

Session III: Politics and poetics of Digital access 

15:35 – 15:45  Julia Wiedeman
Responding to Open Access: How German Museums use Digital Content

15:45 - 15:55  Ya-Hsuan Wang
Open Innovation in Digital Image Licensing of NMH

16:00 – 16:30 Coffee Break 

16:30-16:40  Joanna Lang
The Warsaw Uprising Museum ‘s iconography collection

16:40-16:50 Tania Bastericca
Digital Archive of Ancient Photographs of Easter Island

16:50-17:00  Susan Douglas 
Problematic Proveniences: A Case Study of Wartime Plunder and 
Repatriation in Dresden

  Final Discussion



17:00 – 18:00  General Assembly COMCOL (elections - presenting new board)
(ROOM 664)

5th September: offsite day COMCOL

09:00 Depart from Kyoto station by bus [COMCOL+CIPEG]
          Arrive at MIHO (http://www.miho.or.jp/en/)

          Lunch at MIHO  [COMCOL+CIPEG]

13:30 Depart from MIHO by bus
15:00 Arrive at the National Museum of Modern Art 
          (http://www.momak.go.jp/English/index.html) [COMCOL]

register for this excursion by emailing comcol.secretary@gmail.com before July 1, 2019

6th September:  ICOM Kyoto excursions 

7th September:  Closing day

mailto:comcol.secretary@gmail.com


COMCOL is the International Committee for Collecting of the International Council of Museums, 
which aims to deepen discussions and share knowledge on the practice, theory and ethics of 
collecting and collections development. 

CIPEG is the International Committee for Egyptology of the International Council of Museums, 
which aims to promote collaboration among colleagues for the study preservation, and 
presentation of Egyptian and Sudanese collections, monuments and sites. It seeks to foster 
collaboration among museums, universities and research institutes as well as supplying 
partnership opportunities, sharing resources, knowledge and experience for an international forum.

CIDOC is the International Committee for Documentation of the International Council of Museums, 
which provides the museum community with advice on good practice and developments in 
museum documentation.


